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Abstract—Password-based single-sign-on authentication has been widely applied in mobile environments. It enables an identity

server to issue authentication tokens to mobile users holding correct passwords. With an authentication token, one can request mobile

services from related service providers without multiple registrations. However, if an adversary compromises the identity server, he can

retrieve users’ passwords by performing dictionary guessing attacks (DGA) and can overissue authentication tokens to break the

security. In this paper, we propose a password-based threshold single-sign-on authentication scheme dubbed PROTECT that thwarts

adversaries who can compromise identity server(s), where multiple identity servers are introduced to authenticate mobile users and

issue authentication tokens in a threshold way. PROTECT supports key renewal that periodically updates the secret on each identity

server to resist perpetual leakage of the secret. Furthermore, PROTECT is secure against off-line DGA: a credential used to

authenticate a user is computed from the password and a server-side key. PROTECT is also resistant to online DGA and password

testing attacks in an efficient way. We conduct a comprehensive performance evaluation of PROTECT, which demonstrates the high

efficiency on the user side in terms of computation and communication and proves that it can be easily deployed on mobile devices.

Index Terms—Mobile users, password-based single-sign-on authentication, dictionary guessing attacks, secret renewal, online password

testing attacks
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the booming development of smartphones and
mobile devices, users utilizing such devices can access

a rich set of featured mobile services in a convenient way
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Typical applications include mobile pay-
ment systems, where a user requests different services and
makes payments only using a smartphone without carrying
cash. While users enjoy great conveniences from the mobile
services, they are confronted with critical threats: adversar-
ies always attempt to breach users’ devices for personal
gains. For example, an adversary may impersonate a valid
user to conduct a fraudulent transaction in a mobile pay-
ment system. Once he succeeds, he can access the service

without payment [6], [7]. As such, a secure authentication
method is often required by the mobile service providers to
identify their users.

Human-memorable passwords remain the most preva-
lent form of user authentication in mobile systems [8]. Such
an authentication mechanism provides users an efficient and
convenient way to identify themselves [9], [10]. However, it
would be painful for users to register an individual account
from each mobile service provider and remember all the
usernames and passwords. In reality, in order to free users
from multiple registrations, several service providers may
employ an identity server to authenticate users on behalf of
themselves, where a user provides her/his identity and pass-
word to the identity server, obtains an authentication token if
the authentication passes, and requests services from the
providers with the token [11]. Such a paradigm is called
password-based single-sign-on authentication and has been
used in various industries for mobile users, such as Amazon
OpenID,1 Facebook login,2 and Google Identity Platform.3

Despite the desirable benefits from the password-based sin-
gle-sign-on authentication, critical security concerns have been
raised. Existing password-based single-sign-on authentication
schemes (e.g., Kerberos [11], Json Web Token,4 and SAML5)
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are mainly confronted with the single-point-of-failure prob-
lem. Specifically, once the identity server is compromised,
adversaries can forge and overissue valid tokens without
being authenticated [12]. Worse still, users’ passwords would
be leaked from the database of compromised identity server.6

The leaked passwords have significant value to adversaries,
since mobile users always use sister passwords (tweaked or
reused passwords) in different systems. The recent work [13]
has demonstrated that given a user’s one sister password, the
advantage of an adversary to break the user’s password in
other systems can be improved significantly. Traditional
method [14] requires the identity server to only store hashed
passwords, which serve as credentials for user authentication.
This method, however, cannot ensure the security if the
hashed passwords are leaked, since human-memorable pass-
words are inherently low-entropy and are vulnerable to off-
line dictionary guessing attacks (DGA).

Recently, a password-based threshold single-sign-on
authentication scheme, called PASTA, was proposed [15] to
address the single-point-of-failure problem by employing
multiple identity servers to authenticate users. In particular,
the generation of tokens is distributed among multiple iden-
tity servers, where a master secret key used to generate
tokens is shared among the identity servers in a threshold
way [16]. Each identity server has a master secret share,
such that compromising any less than a threshold number
of identity servers would not break the security. To resist
off-line DGA, the authentication credential depends on the
password and a server-side key that is shared among all
identity servers in a threshold way. As long as the server-
side key remains inaccessible to the adversary, the pass-
word cannot be retrieved by performing DGA. During an
authentication, the user derives a new secret based on her/
his password from identity servers in an oblivious manner
such that she/he can compute the credential using the
secret without leaking any information about the password
to them. We call this secret servers-derived password.

In spite of the advantages of PASTA, it also bears a quit
strong assumption that adversaries cannot break a thresh-
old number of identity servers over a long period of time.
Nevertheless, fixed bounds on adversary’s corruption limit
are unrealistic for long-lived mobile systems using single-
sign-on authentication, and the protection provided by
secret sharing could be insufficient [17], [18], [19], [20]: a
sophisticated adversary can perpetually attempt to break
into the identity servers to corrupt all of them given enough
time. Once he collects a threshold number of master secret
shares, he can forge and overissue tokens to increase his
profits in the system. A straightforward way to resist such
the adversary is to let identity servers periodically re-share
a new master secret key. However, this requires all related
service providers to update the system parameters in order
to invalidate all existing tokens and verify the newly gener-
ated tokens. Consequently, each user has to request a new
authenticated token from identity servers, which brings
prohibitive costs for the user who only equips a mobile
device. It also causes a heavy computation and communica-
tion burden for service providers. Moreover, in PASTA, to

resist malicious users who access identity servers to obtain
enough servers-derived passwords and perform DGA (such
attack is called online DGA andwill be detailed in Section 5),
different users should generate different server-side keys
and distribute them over all identity servers, which requires
mobile users to bear high computation and communication
costs and also causes heavy storage costs for identity serv-
ers. We notice that existing schemes (e.g., PASTA) are vul-
nerable to a type of attack, since the identity servers are
considered as an oracle to respond to users’ authentication
requests without knowing the authentication results.

In this paper, we first generalize the type of attack existing
in actual authentication systems, which is called online pass-
words testing attack (OPTA). Then, we propose a password-
based threshold single-sign-on authentication against perpet-
ual leakage for mobile users, dubbed PROTECT. PROTECT
employs multiple identity servers to authenticatemobile users
and issue authentication tokens. Each identity server stores a
credential that is built on a user’s servers-derived password
for authenticating the user, such that adversaries cannot
retrieve the password from the credential by performing off-
line DGA. Identity servers renew their master secret shares in
a fixed time interval (called an epoch). The renewal of master
secret shares would not change the master secret key, and
thereby would not “break down” the scheme. The adversary,
who collects a threshold number of master secret shares from
different epochs, cannot forge a valid token. Furthermore,
PROTECT utilizes a hybridmechanism to protect onlineDGA,
wheremultiple users form a group to use the same server-side
key, and the number of authentication token requests for each
user in an epoch is limited by identity servers. This improves
the storage efficiency on identity servers significantly with
resistance against online DGA. In PROTECT, identity servers
would not be considered as oracles, since they can extract the
authentication results during the interaction with users.
Hence, PROTECT is secure against OPTA. Specifically, the
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

� We propose a secure and efficient password-based
threshold single-sign-on authentication scheme
(PROTECT) for mobile users, where multiple identity
servers are employed to authenticate mobile users
and issue authentication tokens in a threshold way.
Identity servers in PROTECTperiodically renew their
master secret shares so as to thwart adversaries who
can perpetually compromisemaster secret shares.

� We propose a hybrid mechanism and integrate it
into PROTECT to resist online DGA: all users are
grouped, and each group of users utilizes one server-
side key; the number of token requests made by each
user during an epoch is limited by identity servers. It
enables mobile users to free from substantial compu-
tational costs and allows identity servers to avoid
huge storage costs.

� We present security proofs to demonstrate that PRO-
TECT can be secure and robust from various attacks.
We also conduct a comprehensive performance anal-
ysis, which shows the high efficiency of PROTECT.
Compared with existing schemes (e.g., PASTA),
PROTECT provides a stronger security guarantee
and is more efficient in terms of storage overhead.

6. “Csdn leaked passwords summary,” https://gist.github.com/
cpylua/2708012#file-csdn-passwords
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
review the related works in Section 2 and present the pre-
liminaries in Section 3. We define the system model, threat
model, and design goals in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we
overview and propose PROTECT, respectively. We analyze
the security of PROTECT in Section 7 and evaluate the per-
formance in Section 8. Finally, we draw the conclusions and
outlook the future work in Section 9.

2 RELATED WORK

Password-based single-sign-on authentication is one of the
most important methods that is applied in mobile environ-
ments. Comparedwith other authentication paradigms (which
utilize other authentication factors, e.g., physiological features,
secret keys shared betweenusers and the authenticator, distan-
ces betweenusers and the authenticator, and certificates issued
by a Certificate Authority, rather than passwords [3], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25]), it only requires mobile users to memorize their
passwords without other investments in equipments. In such
the authentication paradigm, an identity server, which is
employed by the service provider(s), authenticates the user by
checking whether she/he provides the correct password and
issues an authentication token if the authentication passes.
With the authentication token, the user can request multiple
services fromothermobile service providers.

Existing schemes [11], [22] mainly focus on the security
from two aspects: authentication token security and pass-
word security. In particular, adversaries (including mali-
cious insiders working at the provider) may forge an
authentication token to request services from application
servers without being authenticated by the identity server.
Furthermore, adversaries may extract users’ passwords
from the identity server’s database.

To protect the scheme from authentication token forgery,
simply requiring the identity server to well maintain the
secret used to generate tokens could be insufficient, since it
suffers from the single-point-of-failure problem. A natural
approach to resolve this tension is to distribute the token
generation to multiple identity servers in a threshold way
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], such that the security of
token is ensured even if the adversary can compromise mul-
tiple identity servers (less than the threshold number ones).

Integrating this mechanism into the password-based sin-
gle-sign-on authentication scheme is still confronted with the
password leakage [33]. To prevent the user’s password from
being leaked to the identity servers or service provider(s),
traditional approaches require the identity servers to only
store the hash value of the password [34], [35] which serves
as a credential to authenticate the user. However, human-
memorable passwords are inherently low-entropy, this suffi-
ciently gives rise to dictionary guessing attacks [13], [36],
where an adversary may calculate the hash values of all
password candidates and identify the hash value which
matches the targeted one. This allows the adversary to
retrieve the target password in an off-line manner. Prior
works on resisting off-line DGA can mainly be classified into
three categories.

� Password-based authentication with salted pass-
word hashing [37]. The authentication credential is
the hash value of a password and a long-term

random number. As long as the number (i.e., salt)
remains inaccessible to adversaries, the authentica-
tion credential is secure against off-line DGA.

� Password-based authentication built on emerging
cryptographic primitives. The authentication creden-
tial is computed using emerging hash functions, e.g.,
memory-hard functions [38], [39], [40], [41], which
increases the costs of performing off-line DGA
significantly.

� Password-based authentication utilizing an indepen-
dent server. An independent server is introduced to
harden the users’ passwords [42], [43], [44]. Specifi-
cally, the authentication credential is computed on the
password and a secret that is possessed by the server.
As long as the secret is inaccessible to adversaries, the
security of the scheme against DGA is ensured.

Although these works make the adversary’s task harder,
they bear a quite strong assumption that the identity servers
would be honest and reliable over a long period of time.
Once the identity server is compromised, the security of
these schemes would be broken.

To ensure the security of passwords and authentication
tokens, Agrawal et al. [15] introduced a concept of password-
based threshold token-based authentication (PASTA), where
the token generation is distributed to multiple identity serv-
ers and the authentication credential stored in each identity
server is computed from a servers-derived password which
depends on the password itself and a server-side secret. In
the authentication phase, the user first interacts with the
identity servers to retrieve the servers-derived password in
an oblivious way such that the user can obtain it without
leaking any information about her/his password to the iden-
tity servers. If and only if the user has the correct password, she/he
can compute the valid servers-derived password. Then the user
computes the corresponding credential for authentication.
However, PASTA is vulnerable to the online password test-
ing attacks (which will be shown in Section 6.3) and perpet-
ual leakage of secret shares on identity servers. In this paper,
we propose PROTECT, a secure and efficient password-
based threshold single-sign-on authentication scheme for
mobile users. PROTECT is secure against online password
testing attacks and can resist external adversaries who are
able to perpetually break into some identity servers over a
long period of time. Compared with PASTA, PROTECT pro-
vides a stronger security guarantee with high efficiency in
terms of storage overhead.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Notations and Conventions

We use ‘ to denote the security parameter. For two integers
i; n 2 Zp; ði � nÞ, we denote by ½1; n� the set f1; 2; . . . ; ng and
denote by i � n that i is far less than n. For a finite set T , jT j
denotes the number of components in T . For two bit-strings
x and y, we denote by xjjy their concatenation.

3.2 Basic Theory

Threshold Cryptography. In a ðt; nÞ-threshold cryptosystem, a
secret is shared among some set of n players, and each of
them has a secret share. Any t players are able to pool their
shares and perform certain cryptographic operations (e.g.,
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signing a message, encryption/decryption, reconstructing
the secret), but no coalition of fewer than t players can get
any information about the secret from their collective shares.

Bilinear Map. LetG be an additive group andGT be amul-
tiplicative group. G and GT have the same prime order p. A
bilinearmap e : G�G ! GT has the following properties:

� Bilinearity. eðaP; bQÞ ¼ eðP;QÞab for all P;Q 2 G,
a; b 2 Z�

p .
� Non-degeneracy. 8P;Q 2 G and P 6¼ Q; eðP;QÞ 6¼ 1.
� Computability. There is an efficient algorithm for

computing e.
Computational Diffe-Hellman (CDH) problem in G. Let P be

a generator of G, for any unknown a; b 2 Z�
p , given aP , bP to

compute abP .
Pseudorandom Function. Let F : f0; 1g‘ � f0; 1g‘ ! f0; 1g�

be an efficient, length-preserving, keyed function. F is a
pseudorandom function if for all probability polynomial-
time distinguishers D, there is a negligible function negl
such that

jPr½DF ðk;�Þð1‘Þ ¼ 1� 	 Pr½DFð�Þð1‘Þ ¼ 1�j � neglð‘Þ;

where the first probability is taken over uniform choice of
k 2 f0; 1g‘ and the randomness of D, and the second proba-
bility is taken over uniform choice of F 2 Func‘ and the ran-
domness of D, Func‘ is the set of all functions mapping ‘-bit
strings to ‘-bit strings.

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

4.1 Modelling Password-Based Threshold Single-
Sign-On Authentication in Mobile Environments

There are three entities in a password-based threshold sin-
gle-sign-on authentication scheme.

� Mobile users. A set of mobile users is involved in the
scheme. Different users are independent, and thereby
we would not preset the number of users in the
scheme. Each user equips with a mobile device, has an
identity and a password, and needs to request an
authentication token from the identity servers. In the
scheme, the only secret a user possesses is her/his pass-
word, and the mobile device the user uses for access
stores the authentication token on her/his behalf.

� Identity servers. A set of identity servers fIS1; IS2; . . . ;
ISng is involved in the scheme. Each identity server
authenticates the user by checking that whether she/
he possesses the correct password.

� Application servers. The application servers are sub-
ject to mobile service providers, they employ the
identity servers to authenticate users. If a user passes
the authentication, she/he can request mobile serv-
ices from the application servers.

We illustrate the procedure of a password-based thresh-
old single-sign-on authentication for mobile users in Fig. 1.
This procedure is extended from plain password-based sin-
gle-sign-on authentication schemes [11] and consists of two
phases: Registration and Authentication.

In the Registration phase, all identity servers share a mas-
ter secret key in a ðt; nÞ-threshold way and each of them has
a master secret share. A mobile user U generates an identity

IDU and a human-memorable password pswU for registra-
tion. Based on pswU , U computes a secret credential for sub-
sequential authentications. After the registration, each
identity server maintains IDU and the corresponding cre-
dential and the mobile user only needs to memorize her/his
password for subsequent authentications. In this phase, a
secure channel is established between the user’s mobile
device and each identity server via a protocol, e.g., TLS [45].

In the Authentication phase, U first computes a credential
and sends the identity and credential to identity servers
using a mobile device. Each identity server checks the valid-
ity of the credential. If the checking passes, the identity
server generates an authentication token share using its
master secret share and sends it to U, where the token is an
authenticated message that contains necessary information
for authentication, e.g., U’s information and attributes, expi-
ration time, and other auxiliary information. After receiving
a threshold number t of authentication token shares, U can
reconstruct a valid authentication token. With the token, U
can request mobile services from mobile application servers
who hold the public parameters.

4.2 Threat Model

In reality, the entropy of human-memorable passwords is
low. Therefore, passwords suffer from dictionary guessing
attacks. In the threat model, we assume that adversaries can
perform DGA to compromise users’ passwords. Further-
more, the password-based threshold single-sign-on authen-
tication is confronted with threats from two different
angles: external adversaries and internal adversaries.

External Adversaries. An external adversary can perform
the following attacks to break the security.

� Eavesdropping attacks. During the authentication
between a mobile user and the identity servers, the
adversary may intercept the interaction messages
and perform off-line dictionary guessing attacks to
retrieve the user’s password.

� Perpetual leakage attacks. The adversary may perpetu-
ally attempt to break into the identity servers over a
long period of time, which enables him to collect
more than t master secret shares from compromised
identity servers to forge valid authentication tokens.

Fig. 1. Password-based threshold single-sign-on authentication.
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� Online passwords testing attacks. The adversary has a
set of password candidates PC

�! ¼ fpswc1; pswc2; . . . ;
pswcDg and all users’ identities ID

�! ¼ fIDU1
;

IDU2
; . . . ; IDUQ

g, where jPC�!j � j ID�!j (i.e., Q � D).
In OPTA, the adversary first fixes a password chosen
from PC

�!
. Then, he tries different identities in ID

�!
to

request an authentication token from identity servers.
If all the requests are rejected, he chooses another
password from PC

�!
and repeats the above process. If

at least one user utilizes a password existing in PC
�!

,
this can be identified. OPTA can be considered as a
variant of DGA: In a DGA, the adversary fixes an
account (ID) and tries different passwords from the
dictionary until one succeeds; In an OPTA, the adver-
sary fixes a password from the dictionary, and try dif-
ferent accounts until one succeeds (if the adversary
fails to pass the authentication by using all accounts,
he can fix another password from the dictionary and
repeat this process until one succeeds).

We stress that collecting password candidates to perform
OPTA is feasible and practical. Specifically, in reality users
would always use weak passwords (e.g., dictionary words,
repeating characters, and personal identifiable information7)
for convenient authentication, and for a specific user, the
number of her/his passwords is quit small, whichmeans that
she/he may use the sister passwords in different systems
[13]. In recent years, passwords leakage from compromised/
vulnerable systems have become commonplace, an adversary
may collect passwords from leaked databases and then per-
form OPTA to break the security of existing password-based
authentication schemes. Moreover, the adversary may calcu-
late out some common-use passwords from the leaked data-
bases to perform OPTA Therefore, OPTA should be well
considered in password-based authentication schemes.

Internal Adversaries. There are two types of internal
adversaries.

� Malicious identity servers. They can perform the fol-
lowing attacks to break the security of the scheme.
– Off-line DGA. A malicious identity server may

utilize the locally stored secret and perform off-
line DGA to retrieve the users’ passwords. It
would cause serious effects.8 For example, if
users’ passwords are retrieved, the malicious
identity server can break the security of other
authentication systems [13] with a high advan-
tage and also can impersonate a user to access the
related service providers without registration.

– Forgery of authentication tokens. A malicious iden-
tity server may collude with others to forge and
overissue authentication tokens on behalf of all
identity servers. This enables the malicious iden-
tity server to increase its profits in the system sig-
nificantly, at the expense of the related service
providers’ profits.

� Malicious mobile users. A malicious user may imper-
sonate other valid users (i.e., victims) to pass the
identity servers’ authentications and request victims’
authentication tokens without having the victims’
passwords. Such an attack is called impersonation
attack. Once he succeeds, he can access the related
service providers without payment. Typically, a user
may request an authentication token using a mobile
device provided by others. Later, an adversary who
can access the same device may impersonate the
user to request an authentication token.

To prove the security of PROTECT under the adversary
model, we follow the security notions of unpredictability and
obliviousness [15]. Details will be provided in Section 7. In
the threat model, we would not consider the denial of ser-
vice (DoS) attacks.

4.3 Challenges and Design Goals

In this paper, we target to construct a threshold password-
based authentication scheme for mobile users, in which
there exist two challenges:

1) Resistance against perpetual leakage of master secret
shares. Since an external adversary may break into
identity servers multiple times over a long period of
time, master secret shares would be perpetually
leaked to the adversary. Consequently, the adversary
can forge and overissue valid authentication tokens
to break the security of the system. Periodically re-
sharing a new master secret key among all identity
servers can resist the external adversary, whereas
it incurs a heavy computation and communication
burden in practice. As such, how to resist external
adversaries without introducing heavy costs is a
challenging problem.

2) Resistance against OPTA. An adversary may collect
password candidates and retrieve the passwords by
performing OPTA. Since password candidates can
be extracted in many ways, OPTA should be resisted
to ensure the security of systems.

To address the challenges under the aforementioned
model, the following objects should be achieved.

� Functionality. The identity servers can authenticate
mobile users. For a mobile user, she/he only needs to
possess her/his password and use her/his mobile
device to pass the identity servers’ authentication
without additional investments in equipments.

� Security. The proposed scheme should achieve resis-
tance against eavesdropping attacks, perpetual
leakage attacks, OPTA, off-line DGA, forgery of
authentication tokens, and impersonation attacks.

� Efficiency. The communication and computation
overhead on mobile users should be as efficient as
possible. The storage overhead on the identity serv-
ers should be highly efficient, since the identity serv-
ers have to maintain the secret shares for a long
period of time. The renewal of secret shares should
not introduce heavy computation and communica-
tion costs on identity servers and should not require
users and related service providers to participate.

7. “Top 10 signs your password is weak,” https://authanvil.com/
blog/top-10-signs-your-password-is-weak

8. “1.4 billion clear text credentials discovered in a single database,”
https://medium.com/4iqdelvedeep/1-4-billion-clear-text-credentials-
discovered-in-a-single-database-3131d0a1ae14
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5 OVERVIEW OF PROTECT

In PROTECT, a set of mobile users and a group of identity
servers fIS1; IS2; . . . ; ISng are involved. A formal defini-
tion of PROTECT is given in the following.

Definition 1. PROTECT consists of six algorithms, Setup,
MasterKeyGen, Register, RetriSerPsw, Authentication,
and RenewShare.

� Setup. In this algorithm, the system parameter is gen-
erated and sent to users and identity servers.

� MasterKeyGen. This algorithm enables a master secret
key to be shared among all identity servers.

� Register. This algorithm enables a user to register
with all identity servers.

� RetriSerPsw. This algorithm enables a user to retrieve
a servers-derived password from the identity servers.

� Authentication. This algorithm enables a user to request
an authentication token from the identity servers.

� RenewShare. This algorithm enables each identity
server to renew its master secret share.

Specifically, there are three phases in PROTECT: Registra-
tion, Sign-on, and Key Renewal. Hereinafter, we overview the
authentication between a user U and n identity servers. All
algorithms takes the security parameter ‘ as input by
default and we would not explicit show it in the following.

Registration phase consists of three algorithms: Setup,
MasterKeyGen, and Register. We show the execution of algo-
rithms on the ith identity server ISiði 2 ½1; n�Þ and U in
Fig. 2 and describe below, where Setup is executed by the
system and is not shown in the figure.

In Setup, the system is initiated, the system parameter PP
is generated, and PP is distributed all entities in the scheme.

MasterKeyGen. This algorithm takes the public parameter
as input to share a master secret key msk among all identity
servers, where ISi’s master secret share mski. The corre-
sponding master public key and master public share are
PMSK and PMSKi, respectively.

Register. This algorithm is interactively executed by U
and all identity servers. The identity servers generate and
share a server-side key k (PK is the corresponding public
key) for U and ISi has a server-side key share ki with the
corresponding public share PKi. U creates an identity IDU
and a password pswU , she/he blinds pswU to obtain psw�

U
and sends it to the identity servers. ISi signs psw

�
U using ki

to get s�
i and sends it to U. After receiving t signatures, U

combines them to get a signature on pswU under k and

computes a servers-derived password spU . Finally, U com-
putes an authentication credential spi using spU and pswU
for ISi. In PROTECT, both msk and k are generated using a
distributed ðt; nÞ-threshold secret sharing technique without
a trusted dealer, which ensures that any identity server can-
not extract msk and k, and compromising less than t iden-
tity servers would not break the security.

Sign-on phase consists of two algorithms: RetriSerPsw and
Authentication, which is shown in Fig. 3.

RetriSerPsw. This algorithm is interactively executed by U
and all identity servers. U derives sU from identity servers,
where sU is a signature on pswU under k and is used to com-
pute the servers-derived password.

Authentication. This algorithm enables a user to be authen-
ticated by identity servers and to receive an authentication
token for future accesses to related services. With sU and
pswU , U computes spU and further computes the authentica-
tion credentials. Each identity server checks the validity of the
credential, and issues an authentication token share using the
master key share if the checking succeeds. U can retrieve a
valid authentication token AutTokenU from t authentication
token shares. The random element ri is used to resist relay
attacks. The interactionmessages are encrypted by the creden-
tial to thwart eavesdropping attacks. With AutTokenU , U
requests services from related service providers. The service
providers can verify AutTokenU using the public parameters
of identity servers and provide U the corresponding servers if
the verification succeeds.

Key renewal phase consists of an algorithm RenewShare,
where each identity server renews itsmaster secret sharemski
to prevent PROTECT from compromising master secret key
shares. To ensure that renewal of master secret shares would
not “break down” PROTECT, the master secret key msk
would not be changed after execution of RenewShare. The key
technique is to require all identity servers to share a “0” in a
distribute way. For each identity server, the renewed master
secret share is computed by adding the previous master secret
share and the share of “0”. Note that the shares of “0” are not
equal to 0,which enables allmaster secret shares to be changed
after renewalwithout changingmsk. After execution ofRenew-
Share, each identity server deletes the old master secret share
and only maintain the renewed one. The renewal of master
secret shareswould only be executed once in an epoch.

There is still a subtle security issue. When a large number
of users exist in the system, where an adversary compromises

Fig. 2. Overview of registration.

Fig. 3. Overview of authentication.
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at least one identity server and controls a part of registered
users. The adversary can utilize different user identities9 and
try different passwords by repeating RetriSerPsw. Eventually,
the adversary can obtain all the servers-derived password
candidates and can perform off-lineDGA to recover the target
password. Such an attack is called online DGA. PROTECT
utilizes a hybrid mechanism to resist the online DGA: the
number of requests on servers-derived password and authen-
tication tokenmade by one user during an epoch is limited by
identity servers, all users are grouped according to the regis-
tration time, a group of users shares a server-side key, and dif-
ferent groups of users have different server-side keys.

6 PROPOSED PROTECT

6.1 Construction of PROTECT

For the sake of brevity, we describe the authentication
between a mobile user U and the identity servers and do not
show the process that mobile users request services from
related service providers.

Algorithm 1. Distributed Secret Sharing Protocol

Require: Security parameter ‘, identity servers’ indexes
f1; . . . ; ng, threshold number t, the index i of identity
server who executes this algorithm.

Ensure: All identity servers share a secret s and the corre-
sponding public key PS;
For i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, ISi computes a secret share si and the
corresponding public share PSi.

1: ISi randomly chooses ai;0 2 Z�
p and a polynomial fiðxÞ ¼

ai;0 þ ai;1xþ � � � þ ai;t	1x
t	1 over Zp with degree at most

t	 1 such that fið0Þ ¼ ai;0;
2: For � ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t	 1, ISi sends ai;0P and ai;�P to all other

identity servers. ISi sends fiðjÞ secretly to ISj for
j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; j 6¼ i;

3: After receiving fjðiÞ from ISj (j 2 ½1; n�; j 6¼ i), ISi verifies
fjðiÞP ¼Pt	1

�¼0 i
� � aj;�P . If the verification fails, ISi rejects

fjðiÞ;
4: ISi computes the secret share si ¼

Pn
g¼1 fgðiÞ, the public

share PSi ¼ siP ;
5: ISi computes public key PS ¼Pn

i¼1 ai;0P , securely stores si,
maintains fPS1; PS2; . . . ; PSng, and deletes other values gen-
erated above.

6: Here, the secret key s ¼Pn
i¼1 ai;0 is distributed to all identity

servers but does not appear explicitly in the scheme.

Phase 1. Registration. In this phase, system parameters are
generated, and mobile users register with identity servers.

Setup. With the security parameter ‘, system parameter
PP ¼ fp; P;G;GT ; e; h; �h;H; F;E; r;f; t; ng is determined, in
whichG is an additive group whose generator is P and order
is prime p, GT is a multiplicative group, e : G�G ! GT is a
bilinear pairing, h; �h : f0; 1g� ! Zp, H : f0; 1g� ! G are
secure hash functions, F : Zp � Zp ! Zp is a pseudorandom
function, E is a secure symmetric-key encryption algorithm
(e.g., AES), r is an upper limit of authentication token requests
made by a user in an epoch, f is an upper limit that a user fails

to pass identity servers’ authentication, t denotes the thresh-
old, and n denotes the total number of identity servers.

MasterKeyGen. With the public parameters, an identity
server ISi generates its master secret sharemski by perform-
ing the distributed secret sharing protocol which is shown in
Algorithm 1 [20], [46], [47], [48], where the master secret
msk ¼ s, the correspond public master key PMSK ¼ PS,
ISi’s master secret share mski ¼ si and the corresponding
public master share PMSKi ¼ PSi.

Register. A mobile user U registers with identity servers
as follows.

� U generates a user identity IDU and a human-memo-
rable password pswU . U randomly chooses r 2 Z�

p ,
computes psw�

U ¼ rHðpswUÞ, and sends ðIDU ; psw�
UÞ

to all identity servers.
� For i 2 ½1; n�, ISi first checks whether IDU exists in

its local storage, if yes, ISi informs U that the user
identity is duplicate; Otherwise, ISi stores IDU and
determines the group number of U . Here, we assume
U is the first member of her/his group, and identity
servers need to generate a new server-side key for
this group of users.

� ISi generates the server-side key share by perform-
ing the distributed secret sharing protocol which is
shown in Algorithm 1, where ai;0; ai;1; . . . ; ai;t	1 are
newly chosen and are different from those in gener-
ating the master secret share, the server-side key
k ¼ s, the corresponding public server-side key
PK ¼ PS, ISi’s server-side key share ki ¼ si and the
corresponding public server-side share PKi ¼ PSi.

� ISi computes s�
i ¼ ki � psw�

U and sends it to U.
� U checks the validity of s�

i by checking

eðs�
i ; P Þ ¼ eðpsw�

U ; PKiÞ:
After receiving t valid signatures (denoted by fs�

1;
s�
2; . . . ; s

�
t g), U computes

vh ¼
Y

1�i�t;i6¼h

i

i	 h
; (1)

sU ¼ r	1
Xt
h¼1

vhs
�
h: (2)

U verifies the correctness of sU by checking

eðsU ; P Þ ¼ eðHðpswUÞ; PKÞ:
Here, due to Lagrange interpolation, sU ¼ kHðpswUÞ
is a signature of pswU under the server-side key k
and is generated using the BLS signature [49].

� U computes a servers-derived password spU as

spU ¼ F ðhðsUÞ; pswUÞ:

� For i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n, U computes spi ¼ �hðspUjjiÞ and
sends spi to ISi.

� ISi stores spi and initiates two counter rU ¼ 0 and
fU ¼ 0.

� U deletes sU , r, spU , and spi; ISi deletes s�
i , and

securely stores IDU , spi, ki, rU , and fU for subse-
quently authenticating U.

9. If the adversary only uses a certain identity, the identity servers
would realize the misbehavior that the user is trying to sign-on very fre-
quently within a short period of time.
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� For the other users in the same group, ISi utilizes ki
to generate the signatures for them. For the first user
in a different group, all identity servers repeat the
above steps to generate new server-side key shares
for her/him.

After the Registration phase, a mobile user only needs to
memorize her/his password for authentication.

Phase 2. Sign-On. In this phase, a mobile user requests an
authentication token from the identity servers. Note that U
cannot compute the servers-derived password spU without
the aid of identity servers. Without spU , U cannot compute
the authentication credentials sp1; sp2; . . . ; spn to pass the
identity servers’ authentications. Therefore, in the Sign-on
phase, U first interacts with identity servers to retrieve spU .
Then, U computes the credentials to identify herself/him-
self. Once the authentication passes, identity servers sends
U an authentication token share.

Step 1. Retrieving the servers-derived password spU .
RetriSerPsw.

� U inputs the password pswU , randomly chooses
a 2 Z�

p , and computes psw�
U ¼ a �HðpswUÞ. U sends

fIDU ; psw�
Ug to ISi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n.

� After receiving IDU , ISi checks rU � r and fU � f, if
the checking fails, it aborts; Otherwise, it retrieves
the corresponding server-side key share ki, com-
putes s�

i ¼ ki � psw�
U , increments rU by 1, randomly

chooses ri 2 Zp, and sends fs�
i ; rig to U.

� After receiving fs�
i ; rig, U verifies its validity by

checking

eðs�
i ; P Þ ¼ eðpsw�

U ; PKiÞ:

If the checking fails, U rejects.
� After receiving t valid signatures (for the sake of brev-

ity, we denote these signatures by fs�
1; s

�
2; . . . ; s

�
t g), U

computes �k ¼
Q

1�i�t;i 6¼k
i

i	k
and sU ¼ a	1

Pt
k¼1 �ks

�
k.

U verifies the correctness of sU by checking eðsU ;
P Þ ¼ eðHðpswUÞ; PKÞ.

� U deletes psw�
U , a, s

�
i ; ISi deletes psw

�
U .

Step 2.Authentication and authentication token generation.
Authentication. U is authenticated by identity servers and

requests an authentication token.

� U computes spU ¼ F ðhðsUÞ; pswUÞ and spi ¼ �hðspUjjiÞ,
and sendsESPi ¼ Eðspi; riÞ to ISi.

� After receiving ESPi, ISi decrypts it and obtains ri.
If the decryption fails or ri is not the one it sent
before, ISi aborts and increments fU by 1; Other-
wise, ISi computes Auti ¼ mski �HðTokenÞ, where
Token denotes a message that may contain U’s infor-
mation/attributes, expiration time, a policy that
would control the nature of access, and other auxil-
iary information. ISi computes EAutTokeni ¼ Eðspi;
AutijjTokenÞ, and sends EAutTokeni to U.

� After receiving EAutTokeni, U decrypts it and
obtains Auti and Token. U verifies the validity of
Auti by checking eðAuti; P Þ ¼ eðHðTokenÞ; PMSKiÞ.
If the checking fails, she/he rejects.

� After receiving t valid signatures (for the sake of
brevity, we denote these signatures by fAut1;
Aut2; . . . ; Auttg), U computes xn ¼

Q
1�"�t;" 6¼n

"
"	n

and

AutU ¼Pt
n¼1 xnAutn. U verifies the correctness of

AutU by checking eðAutU ; P Þ ¼ eðHðTokenÞ; PMSKÞ.
� U deletes spU , spi, ESPi, ri, Auti, and EAutTokeni;

ISi deletes ESPi, ri, Auti, EAutTokeni.
� AutTokenU ¼ fToken;AutUg serves as the U’s

authentication token.
Phase 3. Key Renewal. In this phase, each identity server

renews its master secret share to resist the leakage of shares.
It renews security protection and thwarts the adversary
who can perpetually compromise identity servers over a
long period of time. The renewal of master secret shares is
executed only once in an epoch.

RenewShare. For each identity server ISi, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, at
the end of an epoch it renews its master secret share mski as
follows.

� ISi randomly selects a polynomial liðxÞ ¼ bi;1x þ
bi;2x

2 þ � � � þ bi;t	1x
t	1 over Zp with degree at most

t	 1.
� For � ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t	 1, ISi sends bi;�P to all other

identity servers. ISi sends liðjÞmod p secretly to ISj

for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; j 6¼ i.
� After receiving ljðiÞ, ISi checks

ljðiÞP ¼
Xt	1

g¼1

igbjgP: (3)

If the checking fails, it aborts.
� ISi computes a new master secret key sharemsk

0
i as

msk
0
i ¼ mski þ

Xn
j¼1

ljðiÞ: (4)

The corresponding public master secret share is
PMSK

0
i ¼ msk

0
iP .

� ISi deletes liðxÞ, bi;�, liðjÞ, andmski.
Finally, ISi resets rU and fU . A new epoch begins.

6.2 Correctness Proof

In Regiser, the authentication credential spU has the form of
spU ¼ F ðhðsUÞ; pswUÞ, where sU ¼ kHðpswUÞ is essentially
the BLS signature [49], which is a deterministic signature
algorithm. Therefore, if U takes the correct pswU as the input
in RetriSerPsw, she/he can compute spU that is the same as
the one computed in Register. With spU , U is able to compute
spi and to pass ISi’s authentication.

Note that msk ¼Pn
i¼1 ai;0 ¼

Pn
i¼1 fið0Þ. Assume that the

renewed master secret is msk
0 ¼Pn

i¼1 f
0
ið0Þ. Since f

0
iðxÞ ¼

fiðxÞ þ liðxÞ, we have msk
0 ¼Pn

i¼1 f
0
ið0Þ ¼

Pn
i¼1 fið0Þ þ lið0Þ.

As described above, lið0Þ ¼ 0, we further obtain msk
0 ¼Pn

i¼1 fið0Þ þ lið0Þ ¼
Pn

i¼1 fið0Þ ¼ msk. Therefore, after exe-
cuting RenewShare, each identity server renews its master
secret share without changing the master secret keymsk.

6.3 Further Discussion

In PROTECT, the Sign-on phase requires four rounds of
communications between a mobile user and an identity
server, which is shown in Fig. 4.

Inspired by PASTA [15], we may reduce the communica-
tion overhead from four rounds to two rounds, as shown in
Fig. 5: identity servers do not have to check the validity of
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the user U’s password and an identity server ISi only
encrypts a token by using the authentication credential
spi ¼ �hðspUjjiÞ which is received in the Registration phase
and used to verify the validity of pswU . The key observation
here is that only if U has used the correctness password in
the first round, can she/he compute the correct spU and
decrypt the ciphertexts to collect t token shares, and finally
recover the authentication token.

However, as part of our contribution, we point out that
such an improvement in communication efficiency would
introduce new security issues such that it is vulnerable to
online password testing attacks defined in Section 4.2. Specifi-
cally, assuming there are lots of registered users with iden-
tity ID

�! ¼ fIDU1
; IDU2

; . . . ; IDUQ
g. The adversary calculates

a set of password candidates PC
�! ¼ fpswc1; pswc2; . . . ;

pswcDg. In reality, the number of password candidates is far
less than the number of mobile users in the system, i.e.,
jPC�!j � j ID�!j. The adversary can perform OPTA to retrieve
the users’ identities and the corresponding passwords, if at
least one user utilizes a password existing in the set. It is
hard to detect OPTA for identity servers in the 2-round
scheme [15], since identity servers cannot determinewhether
a password is repeated and also cannot get the authentica-
tion result, they cannot distinguish A from a valid user. By
comparison, such attack can be easily resisted in PROTECT
(i.e., 4-round scheme), since identity servers can obtain the
authentication result after the 3rd round communication.
With the authentication results, identity servers can lock an
account if multiple authentications fail such that A cannot
test all passwords in the list for all users.

Essentially, the reason the 2-round scheme described
above is vulnerable to OPTA is that the identity servers are
considered as oracles and cannot forbid a mobile user to
request multiple authentication tokens. If the identity servers
cannot obtain the authentication result, they cannot detect the
attacks. By comparison, the 4-round scheme is secure against
OPTA: the identity servers can reject a user if she/he has
failed to sign in multiple times, i.e., the number of failures for
login request made by a user can be strictly restricted.

In PROTECT, if fU reaches the upper limit f, further
authentication queries by U would be ignored by the iden-
tity servers, until the end of the epoch. This can prevent
PROTECT against attacks from an external adversary that
impersonates U to increase rU and stops U from requesting
authentication tokens from identity servers. We also con-
sider an alternative mechanism for alleviating the above
attack while ensuring the availability of single-sign-on
authentication for users. Instead of directly locking U’s
account after f reaches, identity servers utilize an exponen-
tial delay mechanism as follows: each time identity servers
receive a query from U (after fU > f), an artificial delay tD
is introduced before key servers respond to U’s query. Ini-
tially, tD could be small and doubles this quantity after each
query. This delay would be removed in the next epoch.

7 SECURITY ANALYSIS

We would not consider adversaries who may interfere with
the Registration phase and Key renewal phase in PROTECT.
In these two phases, all communications are over secure
channels, and the interaction messages are well protected.
However, the Sign-on phase is completely under the control
of adversaries, where the interaction messages between a
mobile user and identity servers can be arbitrarily inter-
cepted and modified by adversaries. We analyze the secu-
rity of PROTECT from three aspects.

7.1 External Adversaries

An external adversary may intercept the interaction mes-
sages between a user and identity servers to retrieve a user’s
password by performing the dictionary guessing attack. An
external adversary may also collect the server-side key
shares and master secret shares by compromising identity
servers to retrieve a user’s password or forge an authentica-
tion token. Other external adversaries can be considered as
either a malicious user or a misbehavior identity server. In
the following, we analyze the security of PROTECT against
external adversaries with respect to the two strategies.

First, assuming an external adversary targets to retrieve a
victim U?

’s password pswU? . Recall Fig. 4, in the Sign-on
phase, the adversary can collect IDU? , psw�

U? , fs�
i , Eðspi;

spiÞ; Eðspi; AutijjTokenÞgi¼1;2;...;n from the communication
channels between U?

and the identity servers. The security
against external adversaries relies on the security of genera-
tion of servers-derived password spU? . In Section 7.2, we
will prove the security of generation of spU? against a stron-
ger adversary (has more information than the external
adversary) who targets to compromise pswU? .

Second, assume that the external adversary targets to
retrieve the master secret keymsk by collecting any t shares of
msk. However, the shares ofmsk are periodically updated.We
prove that the adversary, who collects t shares of msk gener-
ated in two different epochs which are denoted by fmsk1;
msk2; . . . ;mskt0 ;msk

?

t
0 þ1

;msk
?

t
0 þ2

; . . . ;msk
?

t g, ð1 < t
0
< t <

nÞ, cannot retrievemsk. Themaster secret has the form

msk ¼
Xt
i¼1

vimski ¼
Xt
i¼1

vimsk
?

i (5)

¼
Xt
i¼1

Y
1�h�t
h6¼i

h

h	 i

0
B@

1
CA Xn

j¼1

fjðiÞ
 !

(6)

¼
Xt
i¼1

Y
1�h�t
h6¼i

h

h	 i

0
B@

1
CA Xn

j¼1

ðfjðiÞ þ ljðiÞÞ
 !

: (7)

Fig. 4. Four rounds of communications in PROTECT. Fig. 5. Two rounds of communications.
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Here, the only way the adversary retrievesmsk is to com-
pute Xt0

i¼1

vimski þ
Xt

i¼t
0 þ1

vimsk
?

i (8)

¼
Xt0
i¼1

Y
1�h�t

0
h6¼i

h

h	 i

0
BB@

1
CCA Xn

j¼1

fjðiÞ
 !

þ
Xt

i¼t
0 þ1

Y
t
0 �h�t
h6¼i

h

h	 i

0
BB@

1
CCA Xn

j¼1

fjðiÞ þ
Xn
j¼1

ljðiÞ
 ! (9)

¼
Xt
i¼1

Y
1�h�t
h 6¼i

h

h	 i

0
B@

1
CA Xn

j¼1

fjðiÞ
 !

þ
Xt

i¼t
0 þ1

Y
t
0 �h�t
h6¼i

h

h	 i

0
BB@

1
CCA Xn

j¼1

ljðiÞ
 ! (10)

¼ mskþ
Xt

i¼t
0 þ1

Y
t
0 �h�t
h6¼i

h

h	 i

0
BB@

1
CCA Xn

j¼1

ljðiÞ
 !

: (11)

Since the adversary cannot collect ljðiÞ for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n
and i ¼ t

0 þ 1; . . . ; t, he cannot compute

msk ¼
Xt0
i¼1

vimski þ
Xt

i¼t
0 þ1

vimsk
?

i

	
Xt

i¼t
0 þ1

Y
t
0 �h�t
h 6¼i

h

h	 i

0
BB@

1
CCA Xn

j¼1

ljðiÞ
 !

:

(12)

Therefore, PROTECT is secure against external adversaries.

7.2 Compromised Identity Server(s)

We assume that an adversary A can compromise any t
0

identity servers to extract the master secret shares, servers-
side key shares, and server-side credentials, where t

0 � t
and A can be a malicious identity server itself. A’s target is
to retrieve a victim U?

’s password. Note that the server-side
credential on the ith identity server is spi ¼ �hðspU? jjiÞ which
is computed on the servers-derived password spU? . Due to
the preimage resistance of hash function �h, it is computa-
tionally infeasible to compute spU? given spi for i 2 ½1; n�.
The most effective way to compromise spU? for A is to com-
promise the generation of spU? . The security of spU? is cap-
tured by the Lemmas 1 and 2, which ensures that PROTECT
can resist A.

Lemma 1. (Unpredictability) In PROTECT, a servers-derived
password is unpredictable, which means that given a user U?

’s
password pswU? , an adversary cannot predict the correspond-
ing servers-derived password spU? , even if he can compromise
up to t

0
identity servers.

Proof. We define an unpredictability game.
Unpredictability Game.

1) An Environment E initiates PROTECT, generates
a server-side key k, generates n shares fk1; k2;
. . . ; kng of k using the ðt; nÞ-threshold secret shar-
ing protocol described in Section 6, and generates
the corresponding public parameter PP . E sends
PP to a simulator S. S then forwards PP to an
adversary A.

2) A chooses t
0
indexes T

0 ¼ fi1; i2; . . . ; it0 g, and
sends T

0
to S. S forwards T

0
to E. E responses

with fki1 ; ki2 ; . . . ; kit0 g. S forwards it to A and sets
q1; q2; . . . ; qn ¼ 0.

3) A randomly chooses ~x 2 Z�
p ; r 2 Z�

p , and computes
~c ¼ r �Hð~xÞ.

4) For i 2 ½1; n�=T 0
,A sends a query of si ¼ ki~c to S.

5) Upon receiving the query, S sets qi ¼ qi þ 1, and
forwards the query to E.

6) E computes si and sends it toS. S forwards si toA.
7) A repeats the above query on different i. Finally,

A outputs ~s.
8) Awins, iff

� Pn
i¼1 qi < t	 t

0
, and

� ~s is a valid signature on ~c.
We prove that if A can win the unpredictability game

with a non-negligible probability, S can break the exis-
tential unforgeability of BLS signature [49] with the same
probability. Specifically, during the interactions, S can
collect fk{; s{g{¼T

0 , fsigi2½1;n�=T 0 and ~s. Note that no matter
what strategy A takes, it can effectively do no better than
the strategy that

Pn
i¼1 qi þ t

0 ¼ t	 1. As such, S can col-
lect t	 1 signatures under t	 1 server-side key shares
which are denoted by s

i
0
1
; s

i
0
2
; . . . ; s

i
0
t	1

and a signature
under the server-side key (which is generated by A).
Assuming A targets to forge a signature on ~c under the
tth server-side key share, he outputs

st ¼ ~s 	
Xi0t	1

h¼i
0
1

vhsh

0
B@

1
CA

0
B@

1
CA � 1

vt
; (13)

as the forged BLS signature, where vh ¼
Q

i
0
1
�i�i

0
t	1

;i6¼h
i

i	h

and vt ¼
Q

i
0
1
�i�i

0
t	1

i
i	t. tu

Lemma 2. (Obliviousness) In PROTECT, the generation of a
servers-derived password is oblivious, which means that given
a user U?

’s servers-derived password spU? , an adversary cannot
learn anything about the corresponding password pswU? (e.g.,
the hash value of pswU? ).

Proof. Intuitively, in PROTECT, an adversary can only col-
lect some blinded messages on different passwords
which are random elements in G due to the random
choice of r. Therefore, the adversary cannot learn
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anything on psw (e.g., HðpswÞ). Note that this holds, even
if the adversary knows the server-side key k [27].

We define an obliviousness game in the following.
Obliviousness Game.

1) An Environment E initiates PROTECT, generates a
server-side key k, generates n shares fk1; k2; . . . ; kng
of k using the ðt; nÞ-threshold secret sharing proto-
col described in Section 6, and generates the corre-
sponding public parameter PP . E sends PP to a
simulator S. S then forwardsPP to an adversaryA.

2) A randomly chooses ~c 2 Zp and sends ~c to S. S
forwards ~c to E.

3) E randomly chooses ~r, computes s~c ¼ ~rkHð~cÞ, and
sends sp~c ¼ F ðhðs~cÞ; ~cÞ to S. S forwards sp~c to A.

4) A can repeat steps 2) and 3) at most polyð‘Þ times,
where ‘ is the security parameter.

5) A randomly chooses c0 2 Zp and c1 2 Zp, and
sends c1 and c2 to S. S forwards them to E.

6) E randomly chooses b 2 f0; 1g and r 2 Z�
p . Then

� if b ¼ 0, E computes spcb ¼ F ðhðkrHðcbÞÞ; cbÞ,
� else, E randomly chooses a function

F 2 FuncZp and computes spcb ¼ FðcbÞ, where
FuncZp is the set of all functions mapping Zp

to Zp.
E sends spcb to S. S forwards spcb to A.

7) A outputs b
?
.

8) Awins, iff b
? ¼ b.

The probability ofA that wins the obliviousness game is
defined by PrObli;‘

A . We prove that if jPrObli;‘
A 	1=2j is non-

negligible, the simulatorS can break the security of pseudo-
random function F with jPrObli;‘A 	1=2j. In particular, if A
outputs b� and wins the obliviousness game, S can output
the same bit to distinguish F ðhðkrHðcbÞÞ; cbÞ fromFðcbÞ. tu

7.3 Malicious Mobile User

A malicious user may perform two types of attacks to break
the security of PROTECT.

1) He can perform the online DGA to retrieve a victim’s
password.

2) He can perform impersonation attacks to pass the
identity servers’ authentication and obtain an
authentication token.

In PROTECT, we utilize a rate-limitingmechanism to limit
the number of the requests of authentication token for a user
in an epoch. Therefore, a malicious user cannot retrieve the
victim’s password by performing the online dictionary guess-
ing attack. Moreover, identity servers also need to verify the
user’s credentials (i.e., spi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n). Without the cor-
rect password, it is computationally infeasible to compute the
corresponding credentials. Therefore, PROTECT is able to
resist impersonation attacks.

8 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

8.1 Implementation of PROTECT

We implement PROTECT by using C++ language and
MIRACL library 5.6.1 version.10 For the algorithms exe-
cuted by mobile users, all the experiments are conducted
on a smartphone (HUAWEI MT2-L01) with Android 4.2.2
system, a Kirin 910 CPU with memory 1250 MB. For the
algorithms executed by identity servers, all the experi-
ments are conducted on a laptop with macOS system, an
Intel Core i7 CPU, and 16 GB DDR3 of RAM. We select
‘ ¼ 80 bits as the security level (i.e., the security guarantee
is equivalent to AES with an 80-bit key). The pairing-
friendly curve is MNT curve.11

A schematic of PROTECT implementation is shown in
Fig. 6. We elaborate on the implementation using functions.
For clarity, we prefix calls of functions with U when they
are made by the user and with IS when they are made by
the identity server. With the security level, the system
parameters PP are determined and we do not show the
function that is used to generate PP in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Implementation of PROTECT.

10. “Crypto library overview,” https://libraries.docs.miracl.com
11. Actually, MNT curve is used to construct Type-3 pairings, i.e.,

e : G2 �G1 ! GT , where G1 and G2 are additive groups. Since Type-3
pairings are more efficient than Type-1 pairings when we choose the
same security level, in the implementation of PROTECT, we utilize
Type-3 pairing to analyze the performance. This would not affect the
feasibility and security of PROTECT.
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Registration phase. With the system parameters, a master
secret key is shared among n identity servers, and each of
them has a master secret share mski. Each identity server
calls function SecretShareðÞ shown in Algorithm. 1 to com-
plete this process. A user U calls RandomðÞ to generate a
random number r and blinds the password to obtain pswU .
Then the user sends psw�

U as well as her/his identity IDU to
all identity servers, which initiates a registration. Each iden-
tity server first calls SecretShareðÞ to generate a server-side
key for a group of users and generates a server-side key
share ki. Then each identity server signs psw�

U using the
server-side key share ki and responses the user with the sig-
nature. With a threshold number t of valid signatures, U
calls CombineSigðÞ to combine these signatures and retrieve
a signature of its password under the server-side key. Then
U computes the corresponding servers-derived password
spU . U also computes a (SHA-256) hash value of spU and the
index of each identity server, it serves as the server-side cre-
dential. After each identity server securely stores the cre-
dential, the registration is completed. The registration only
needs to be executed once for each user.

Authentication phase. Anytime U needs to request an
authentication token AutU from identity servers, she/he
first retrieves the servers-derived password pswU from iden-
tity servers as she/he did in the Registration phase. Each
identity server calls RandomðÞ to generate a random num-
ber which is used to resist relay attacks. Each identity server
also records the number of U’s requests and stop respond-
ing if the bound is reached. With pswU , U computes server-
side credentials for identity servers, encrypts each creden-
tial using the credential itself, and sends each ciphertext to
the corresponding identity server. We stress that U needs to
send n credentials to n identity servers, since all identity
servers have to check whether U passes the authentication.
Each identity server decrypts the received ciphertext and
generates a signature on the authentication token using
mski. Then each identity server encrypts the signature as

well as the token using the credential and sends the cipher-
text to U. Finally, U decrypts the received ciphertexts and
retrieve the authentication token. Authentication between
identity servers and a user may be executed multiple times
(up to bound times for a user) in an epoch.

Key renewal phase. At the end of an epoch, each identity
server calls ShareRenewðÞ to renew the master secret share
and server-side key share. This process only needs to be
executed once in an epoch.

8.2 Storage Overhead

PROTECT does not require mobile users to store any digi-
tal message for the authentication. Mobile users only need
to memorize their identity and passwords for authentica-
tion and requesting authentication tokens from identity
servers. Therefore, PROTECT can be easily deployed by
mobile users.

In this section, we focus on the storage overhead on iden-
tity servers. In PROTECT, apart from the system parame-
ters, an identity server needs to store the master secret
share, server-side key share, the number of authentication
requests made by each user. We show the storage costs on
the identity server of PROTECT in Fig. 7. By comparison, in
Fig. 8 we show the storage costs of identity server of PASTA
[15] with the same setting. Particularly, compared with
PASTA, PROTECT is able to reduce around 40 percent stor-
age costs on identity servers. Since in PASTA, different
users have different server-side keys, this incurs heavy stor-
age costs. In PROTECT, we resolve this tension by utilizing
the hybrid mechanism, where a group of users uses the
same server-side key but the number of token requests
made by each user is limited. Therefore, identity servers
only need to store a server-side key for each group of users,
which reduces the storage overhead significantly.

8.3 Communication Overhead

PROTECT requires 4 rounds of communications between a
user and identity servers. By comparison, PASTA [15] only
requires 2 rounds of communications. However, the addi-
tional 2 rounds of communications in PROTECT ensure that
identity servers can obtain the authentication result, which
enables PROTECT to resist password testing attacks.

In the registration, the communication costs on the user
side of PROTECT are the same as those of PASTA. The reg-
istration is a one-time operation, here we would not analyze
the communication efficiency.

In Fig. 9, we show the communication costs of the user in
the Authentication phase of PROTECT and PASTA, where

Fig. 7. Storage costs on the identity server of PROTECT.

Fig. 8. Comparison of storage costs on the identity server.

Fig. 9. Communication costs on the mobile user.
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the size of TokenU is set to 256 bits, and the total number of
identity servers is set to 10. Compared with PASTA, PRO-
TECT introduces more communication costs on the user
side, these additional costs are caused by two parts. The first
one is that the user needs to communicate with n identity
servers in the first two rounds of communications to ensure
the synchronization of all identity servers such that the total
numbers of authentication requests made by the user on
each identity server are consistent. By comparison, in
PASTA, such synchronization is not required and the user
only needs to communicate with t identity servers, which
requires identity servers in PASTA bear a heavy storage
costs to ensure the security. With the booming development
of smartphones and mobile devices, the additional commu-
nication costs can be acceptable and would not become a
bottleneck for mobile users in practice. In the Authentication
phase of PROTECT, identity servers do not need to interact
with each other. The communication costs on each identity
server for an authentication are constant (i.e., divide the
user’s communication costs in PROTECT by the number of
identity servers n).

In the Key renewal phase of PROTECT, all identity servers
interact with each other to renew their master secret shares.
Note that PROTECT does not introduce a trusted dealer to
assist identity servers in renewing the master secret shares.
The communication costs of an identity server to renew its
master secret share are shown in Fig. 10.

In reality, the length of each epoch (i.e., the frequency of
performing key renewal) depends on the system require-
ments, it can be pre-fixed according to the security parame-
ter or dynamically adjusted with the state of systems
protected by PROTECT. Since identity servers could be well
equipped and keep online in PROTECT, the communication
costs on the identity server side can be accepted and would
not become a bottleneck for applications.

8.4 Computation Overhead

We first estimate the computation costs in terms of basic
cryptographic operations. The corresponding notations are
given in Table 1.

On themobile user side, in theAuthentication phase, a serv-
ers-derived password is retrieved, credentials used to pass
the identity servers’ authentication are calculated, and an
authentication token is computed. The corresponding compu-
tation costs are ð4tþ 4Þ � PairGT

þ ð2tþ 3Þ �MulGþ 2t �
AddG þ ðtþ 3Þ �HashG þ ð2t	 2Þ �MulZpþ ð4t	 4Þ �AddZp

þðtþ 1Þ �HashZp þ 2t � Enc=Decþ CF , where t is the thresh-
old number and n is the total number of identity servers. Note
that the computation costs on the user side solely depend on
the threshold number of identity servers, rather than the total
number of identity servers. Fig. 11 shows the computation
delay of a mobile user in the Authentication phase on different
CPU frequencies of a smartphone. As shown in Fig. 11, the
computational delay on the not-so-powerful smartphone is
very short. Specifically, it only takes within 6s to complete an
authentication and obtain a token for the user equipped with
the smartphone whose frequency is 624 MHz, when the
threshold number of identity servers t ¼ 10.We stress that the
computation capacity of current mainstream smartphones is
much more powerful than that of the smartphone on which
we conduct the experiments. Therefore, PROTECT can be
well applied tomobile users.

The computation costs on the identity server side in the
Authentication phase are constant, i.e., MulG þ Enc=Dec. In
the Key renewal phase, each identity server needs to compute
a new master secret share to renew the security protection.
The corresponding computation costs are tðn	 1Þ �MulGþ
ðn	 1Þðt	 1Þ �AddGþ ð3n	 2Þðt	 1Þ �MulZp þ ðnðt	 1Þ þ
1Þ� AddZp . Figs. 12 and 13 show the computation delay of an
identity server to renew its master secret share, we can see
that renewing the master secret share on the identity server
side takes within 50 ms when there are 20 identity servers
and the threshold number t ¼ 10.

In summary, according to the efficiency analysis and per-
formance evaluation, we can observe that PROTECT is
more efficient than PASTA [15] in terms of storage over-
head. Furthermore, compared with PASTA, the authentica-
tion between the user and an identity server in PROTECT
needs additional two rounds of communications, which

Fig. 10. Communication costs on the identity server side.

TABLE 1
Notation of Cryptographic Operations

Symbol Operation Symbol Operation Symbol Operation

PairGT
Computation of pairing e AddG Group operation in G HashZp Hash a value into Zp

MulG Multiplication in G HashG Hash a value into G AddZp Addition in Zp

Enc=Dec Symmetric-key encryption/decryption MulZp Multiplication in Zp CF Computing a PRF F ð�Þ

Fig. 11. Computation delay on the mobile user w.r.t. threshold number t.
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also brings slight communication costs on the user side
(about 0.5 KB). However, these extra costs are mainly for
protecting PROTECT from password testing attacks. Fur-
thermore, these costs would not introduce a heavy burden
for current mobile devices. Therefore, these communication
costs on mobile users can be, to a large extent, tolerated in
mobile environments. The security analysis and perfor-
mance evaluation demonstrate that renewing master secret
share on the identity server side surely enhances the secu-
rity guarantee without introducing heavy communication
and computation costs.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed PROTECT, a password-
based threshold single-sign-on authentication scheme for
mobile users to resist off-line DGA and perpetual leakage of
secrets on identity servers. We have proposed a hybrid
mechanism and integrated it into PROTECT to efficiently
thwart online DGA. We also have generalized and defined
the online password testing attack and shown how it breaks
the security of existing schemes. We have proved the secu-
rity of PROTECT and conducted a comprehensive perfor-
mance evaluation, which has demonstrated that PROTECT
provides a stronger security guarantee and is more efficient
in terms of storage overhead than existing schemes.

For the future work, we will investigate how to renew the
authentication credentials on identity servers without
requiring users’ participation. We also notice that one can
use the key components of PROTECT in other scenarios to
enhance the security. In particular, a notion of “message-
locked encryption” (MLE) was formalized [50] for the prob-
lem of saving storage costs in an encrypted data system (e.g.,
cloud storage systems [51], [52], [53]) by combining duplicate
data across multiple users. Applying the key components of
PROTECT in MLE may resist the brute-force attacks [48],
[54], [55], [56] without the single-point-of-failure problem,
which is also an interesting future direction to enhance the
security ofMLE.
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